QUALITY ASSURANCE
PRODUCT
SHEET

Keep your website clean and up to
date with ease.

EASY TO USE • FULLY HOSTED • FULLY SUPPORTED

Find broken links, misspellings, and more
Automatically detect broken links, misspellings, identify external
links to unsafe domains, and see all languages used on a site with
automatic language detection.

Get a complete site inventory
Every instance of media files, email addresses, phone numbers,
and more presented in clean, well-organized lists.

Improve readability of content
Get a readability score on each web page and improve content
based on highlighted readability elements such as long words
and sentences.

“

The Web Governance Suite is
one of our best investments. The
quality assurance tool enabled us
to clean up a plethora of content on
our website, as well as gives us the
ability to proactively monitor new
material. As someone who deals
with a magnitude of software and
apps, I can truly appreciate when
something comes along that actually makes my life easier.

”

–Bruce Jenkins,
Manager of Marketing Technology,
Blank Rome LLP

Set automated reports
Customizable, beautiful reports automatically sent at a frequency
of your choosing to as many recipients as you like.

Unlimited support and training
Professional support and training staff are always available to
assist and train your staff.

go.siteimprove.com/demo

Easy language management

Quickly identify broken links

Find every misspelling with a powerful customizable
dictionary that eliminates false positives and
proactively flags inappropriate words.

Monitor every link on your site and see problem links in
organized, filtered lists.

Increase comprehension

Schedule custom reports

Siteimprove Readability tests your website content
against one of seven recognized readability tests, and
by utilizing machine learning, Readability returns score
results based on the actual content of web pages.

Schedule customized reports to be sent to you and
your web team at a frequency of your choosing and
easily create page groups to delegate responsibility
across your team.

Access complete inventory

Set website policies

A comprehensive overview of all media files, PDFs, and
other documents, as well as emails, phone numbers,
and other info.

Set a range of policies within pages, documents and
media files that help ensure multiple editors conform
across multiple sites.

Web Governance Made Easy
Siteimprove is the only web governance software that helps you better manage and maintain your website through
quality assurance, accessibility, web analytics, SEO, and response – all in one tool.
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